1.) Config-seed ADR
      i. Has build error
   b. Once merged we can proceed on changes for core/support self-seed

2.) Outstanding question RE: inclusion of automatic de-provisioning of blacklisted devices
   a. Reviewed Tony’s email from morning of 19-Mar-2020
b. Group agrees that allowing a device to be onboarded directly through Core-metadata is fine. Blacklist is not a part of this process and operates only through the Device Service SDK.

3.) Error Handling Improvement Suggestions
   b. Timing for incorporating suggestions? V1 or V2?
      i. Trevor’s preference is V2
   c. Define and determine guidance for how to deal with errors (Start with ADR format, maybe at some point move into an overall style guide)
      i. Logging (content of error message to change based on logging level?)
      ii. Status codes
      iii. Encapsulating runtime details

4.) Turn off DEBUG logging in services if still set